Kyiv

About
Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private Equity
Association (UVCA) was established
TO SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT
UKRAINE’S ACHIEVEMENTS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
and to support investors in every aspect, from
providing reliable information to establishing
international connections at the industry and
government levels.
On the other hand, blossoming local technology sector have triggered emergence of
new local investors, who certainly benefit from the western peers sharing their
expertise and best practices.
BY BUILDING A BRIDGE BETWEEN UKRAINIAN AND GLOBAL
ECOSYSTEMS, UVCA FACILITATES THE MOTION OF KNOWLEDGE AND
CAPITAL IN BOTH DIRECTIONS.

What we do?
PROMOTING
NETWORKING

a n d RESEARCH

• being a gateway to Ukraine for foreign private
equity investors
• promoting Ukrainian investment opportunities to
foreign investors at industry events and one-on-one
meetings
• organizing roadshows for international investors in
Ukraine as well as for Ukrainian investors abroad
• promoting IT success stories of Ukraine

• gathering and analyzing private equity and
venture capital activity data in Ukraine and
compiling industry overviews
• providing international associations, research
institutions and investors with overview on
Ukrainian investment market and its
participants
• spreading European private equity research
and news

• providing „credibility confirmation“ of investors
• encouraging syndicated investments
LOBBYING
• amending legislation on improving business and
investment climate
• lobbying creation of new investment vehicles and
schemes to expand investment opportunities
• providing international support in lobbying (EBAN,
EVCA etc)
• protecting private equity investors rights

EVENTS,TRAINING,
EDUCATION
• being the resource center of publications from
the world
• conducting weekly newsletter sharing news,
trends and best practices
• organizing events with inspiring guests and upto-date topics
• providing discounted access to local and

Why become a member?
The diversity, scale and significant impact of UVCA
membership gives a strong and credible voice with
our stakeholders, in particular regulators and legislators.

UVCA members represent the
full breadth of LPs and GPs,
including institutional
investors, family offices, fund
managers

One of our key goals is to ensure that Ukrainian
legislators and regulators have a clear understanding
of our industry and the beneficial impact that it has on
the economy. UVCA activity (in particular activity of
UVCA Legal Committee) is focused on shaping
legislation on both pan-industry and sectorspecific scale that affect LPs.
UVCA matches its members with leading global
investors.
We provide verifiable industry data and
analysis. Due to our reputation and non-for-profit status
our LP members see UVCA as the ideal organization to
collect GP’s performance data and to publish robust
benchmarks.

Why become a member?
We connect our members with main players of the global
investment market, being a member of InvestEurope (former
EVCA) in particular. UVCA plays the role of a bridge between
Ukrainian and foreign PE ecosystems
UVCA links its members with companies and startups
while conducting pro bono initiatives with participation of
Ukrainian and global investors, and industry professionals
oriented towards startups. In particular, we organize workshops,
startup contests and business lunches “Investor&Founders”
For our members we organize exclusive closed events
(investment breakfasts & networking events)
with high profile guests such as ambassadors,
members of parliament and ministers of profile ministries.
In order to support and promote our members we use a
range of instruments, including hosting leading industry
conferences, managing daily social media, public relations activity

Who are our members?

Who are our members?

Management
ANDREY KOLODYUK |Chairman of UVCA Supervisory Board
Managing Partner of AVentures Capital
“Already at a top of European IT outsourcing charts and being a prolific
source of international startups, Ukraine is gaining more attention from
global investors, but still remains an undercapitalized market compared
to other European countries. We at UVCA are eager to remove the gap,
by channeling the power of our network into better awareness and
investment climate and by proving that it IS WORTHWHILE TO INVEST
IN UKRAINE”

OLGA AFANASYEVA| Executive Director of UVCA
PhD in Finance
“THE MISSION OF UVCA IS TO BUILD THE BRIDGE BETWEEN
UKRAINIAN AND GLOBAL INVESTMENT and startup ecosystems,
match the investors and Ukrainian entrepreneurs. Despite this fact we
cannot foster the growth of Ukrainian investment market without
supporting Ukrainian startups. With this idea, we are initiating and
implementing a lot of projects that give young entrepreneurs
opportunities to present their products at the global market, learn
practical things from leading experts and invertors”

Supervisory board
LENNA KOSZARNY
Founder and CEO
Horizon Capital

DENIS GURSKY
Сo-founder at 1991
Open Data Incubator,
Founder & Head of
Board at Social Boost
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Investment Events for UVCA Members

Meeting with EIB/EIF representatives

UVCA investors joined the
meeting with EIB/EIF
representatives, as well as Dmytro
Shymkiv invited by UVCA.
It took place just before the
Workshop Supporting Innovation
in Ukraine, which was held in
Kyiv with the support of EIB.
UVCA initiatives including the
establishment of Funds of Funds
were discussed. The working
meeting went positively, so the
dialogue with European financial
institutions and Ukrainian
investment market will continue.

Investment Events for UVCA Members
The first time Ukraine was represented at
the Mergermarket Conference with the
panel discussion on Ukrainian venture
ecosystem.

Taras Dumych (Managing partner of Wolf
Theiss) was moderating the panel
discussion. Alexander Galitsky (Almaz
Capital) and Andrey Kolodyuk (Chairman)
took part as the speakers.

Presenting Ukraine at CEE M&A and Private
Equity Forum

Investment Events for UVCA Members

UVCA has organized the discussion
panel on investments in Ukraine at
Lviv IT Arena emphasizing on the
modern trends taking place at the
Ukrainian investment market and the
interest of international authority to
Ukrainian innovations. Lenna
Koszarny Oleksii Vitchenko, Anrdey
Kolodyuk, Vitaly Golomb, Alexander
Galitsky represented UVCA

Conducting the panel discussion
on investments in Ukraine

Investment Events for UVCA Members
Ukrainian Investment roadshow
Olga Afanasyeva, on behalf of UVCA members, in
particular UVCA Research Committee, and Anna Zorya,
Co-Chair of UVCA Legal Committee, presented recently
for both local and international investors and
entrepreneurs operating in Ukraine at the Ukrainian
Investment Roadshow in London:
1. UVCA is a private initiative, as well as VC
industry has not been supported by state, though it
develops despite of it
2. Investments in tech are growing (you can find the
statistics in our report)
3. Foreign VC investors are entering the
market with big interest to Ukrainian startups –
approximately 50% among active players are foreign
funds (follow Who is Who on Ukr Investment Market that
will be issued soon by UVCA)
4. Ukraine has 3000 startups and much more are
awaited to emerge.
5. IT impact on GDP is 3% - we are shifting from
brain basket to brain basket which is a long-term benefit
for a country.

Investment Events for UVCA Members
UVCA was presented at the panel
discussion on Ukrainian Investment and
IT at the New Ukraine Conference.

Investment Events for UVCA Members
The panel Investment & M&A in Ukrainian tech world, which was moderated by Chairman of UVCA
Supervisory Board Andrey Kolodyuk, was held on June 23. Here are the main topics discussed by the
panelists:
•

The features of the Ukrainian Venture Market
(based on Ukrainian Venture Capital and
Private Equity Overview 2016)

• What is the main challenge for investment
funds which are going to be invested in IT
sector of Ukraine
• What are valuation trends and its market
specifics according to the sectors: ecommerce, outsourcing, product companies

UVCA panel during LVIV IT JAZZ
CONFERENCE: Investment & M&A
in Ukrainian tech world

• How do Ukrainian companies typically
approach mergeres and acquisitions

Investment Events for UVCA Members
UVCA Investors Day in Odesa
The program UVCA Investors Day consisted of two discussion sections, start-up expo-zone and networking
in an informal atmosphere. The event started with a public talk by José Marin (co-founder and CEO of IG
Expansion, co-founder of FJ Labs, Super Angel investor) and Andriy Kolodyuk (Managing Partner of
AVentures Capital and Chairman of UVCA), followed by a panel discussion with Mikhail Merkulov (Active
angel investor, CEO of Arricano Real Estate), Andriy Kolodyuk and Konstantin Magaletskiy (partner at
Horizon Capital), moderated by Viktoriya Tigipko (founding partner of the venture fund TA Ventures and
president of OIFF).

Networking Events for UVCA Members

UVCA held the meeting with Diana Moldavsky (500
Startups) and CEOs of several promising Ukrainian
startups.
Participants of the meeting discussed entering USA
market issue, got the answers to the questions of
scaling business at the USA market and got the
feedback on projects from Diana.

Business-lunch “Investors &
Founders” was conducted with Diana
Moldavsky (500 Startups)

Networking Events for UVCA Members
Investment breakfast with the Ambassador of Switzerland to Ukraine

UVCA profile committees’
representatives have established
good connection with the Embassy of
Switzerland in Ukraine in terms of
cooperation in fostering related
reforms.

According to the Swiss cooperation strategy for Ukraine for 2015-2018, the list of Ukraine’s 10 most prioritized
reforms includes anti-corruption reform and lustration, judicial reform, de-centralization and state governance
reform, reform of national security and defense system, health care reform, tax reform, energy independence
program, global promotion of Ukraine, reform of law enforcement system, deregulation and development of
entrepreneurship.

Networking Events for UVCA Members
On May 11-14, the Ukraine Discovery Tour took the
place, being conducted for the third time.
Organizers, Global Shapers Kyiv Hub and
Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private Equity
Association (UVCA) created an amazing program
for participants from all around the world to show
the private side of our country, which is most often
unseen by visiting delegations.

In frames of the Tour UVCA held the panel discussion with its members: Vitaly M.
Golomb(Investment Lead at HP Tech Ventures, Tom O'Callaghan (Director at Borsch
Ventures Agro, Andrey Kolodyuk (Founder and Managing Partner at AVentures). Also,
UVCA members – Ciklum and 1991 Open Data Incubator – held the receptions for Ukraine
Discovery Tour participants, presenting the face of Ukrainian IT and Open Data sectors as
disruptive competitive spheres of development in Ukraine. At the same time other UVCA
members joined meeting with the delegation and transferred their vision of different
directions of Ukrainian IT sector: outsourcing, R&D, e-commerce and software technologies.

Networking Events for UVCA Members

UVCA has held
networking meetup for
Members with the
invited guest Kazuhiro
Obara. He has
sucessfully held a
workshop on the topic
of VR/AR
transformations which
you can watch at the
link.

Research
According to the Investors Book statistics (more than 26k
views on SLideShare):

•

17 funds are ready to invest in seed startups, 11
invest in startups on A stage and 9 on B, 7 funds would
invest at the pre-seed stage and 10 funds are looking for
Growth stage.

•

Ukrainian investment funds have 20 portfolio
companies on average.

•

Funds are ready to invest from 50,000 to dozens of
millions USD, depending on the fund type and project
stage. Thirty-four percent of the funds may invest from
100,000 to 1 million USD.

Research
“Creating and improving the investment climate in Ukraine is the main task of the
UVCA. An important part of integration into the global market is availability and
reliability of local data. Considering that, UVCA conducts market research, collects
and structures information about investment deals”
Olga Afanasyeva | Executive Director of UVCA

$85 MILLION
had been invested
in Ukrainian
companies in 2016
such a number is
shown at the

87 DEALS
were closed
in 2016

$ 525k
average deal size at
seed stage (31%
growth in average
2016 vs 2015)

8 EXITS
by VC and PE funds
(6 exits by VC funds
2 exits in private
equity)

UKRAINIAN
capital prevails in
the majority of
deals on the
Ukrainian market

Ukrainian VC & PE
Overview 2016

Distinguishing feature of the market in 2016 is the prevalence of seed-stage deals.
Among all 87 deals 73 were made at the seed-stage with the average amount of
ticket more than 500K USD.

Legislation
On March 23, the Verkhovna Rada adopted in the second reading Law
5105 On Investment Activities, which improves the mechanisms of
selection and financing of state investment projects. Adopted law:

•Simplify the procedure for obtaining state support for the

implementation of investment projects by changing the role of the State
Register of Investment Projects allowing for informative.
•Will give the right to local authorities to take decisions on granting
consent for investment activities, simplify access to budgetary financing
in the regions.
•Allow to make projects that have received state support, and state
investment projects in the State Register of Investment Projects to
monitor their implementation.

Members of UVCA Legal
Committee focus on assisting to
Ukrainian and foreign investors’
activity in Ukraine through
creating and fostering the
adoption of legislative
amendments which improve
investment and business climate
in our state

On May 23, was approved a law on the abolition of registration of foreign
investments and the simplification of the employment of high-quality foreign
specialists in Ukraine. This law will allow companies to quickly attract
personnel to a specific job, in which there is a deficit in Ukraine. Thus, the
development of one or another company can accelerate, which will enable
it to create more quality products.
The Legal Committee of the UVCA has been involved in the development of
the document, therefore this news has double positive significance for
future.
UVCA together with other key associations is in the process of working on
a draft law on a moratorium on the seizure of servers.

Communication with Government

UVCA MEMBERS SUGGESTED SIX SPECIFIC
PROPOSALS during the meeting with President of
Ukraine necessary for the development of high-tech and IT
in Ukraine. Their implementation could stimulate venture
business, startup and IT-business ecosystems’ growth in
general

•

Establishing of the governmental
institution responsible for innovation policy

•

Supporting the implementation of «Fund
of funds» investment program

•

Conducting the simplification of
obtaining working visa for foreign
specialists

•

Protecting IT companies from unlawful
actions of legal authorities

•

Improving the legislation for intellectual
property protection

•

Implementing favorable fiscal
conditions for conducting IT business in
Ukraine same to technological parks’
conditions all around the world

Communication with Government

Meeting with the Deputy Head of
Presidential Administration Dmytro Shymkiv

UVCA representatives keep the regular
dialog with the Presidential administration
on the issue of establishing Fund of Funds
investment program. During official
meetings with UVCA investors, the
following questions are discussed:
1. Providing Government with the
information on Funds that can be
investors for the program,
2. Preparing the insight on program
implementation in other countries,
3. Creating the Charter for Fund of
Funds,
4. Setting the time of implementation – 7
years,
5. Analyzing the Cultural Fund program,
6. Incorporating corrections on the
program,
7. Meeting with EIB/EIF

Communication with Government

yThe UVCA met with the Office of the National
Investment Council of Ukraine. The issues of protecting
investment and IT companies from illegal removal of
servers by law enforcement officers were discussed. We
have received the support of the Office of the National
Investment Council of Ukraine in promoting the draft
law, which will regulate the protection of companies
from the removal of servers.

Communication with Government
The Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private Equity Association with the IT Committee of the American Chamber of
Commerce in Ukraine, met with Alexandr Danchenko, Chairman of the Verkhovna Rada Committee on Information
and Communication.

The aim of the meeting was to coordinate
joint actions in developing a draft law to
protect IT companies from illegally removing
servers by law enforcement officers.
Oleksandr Danchenko supported the initiative
of developing the document and invited to a
detailed discussion within the Committee.

Communication with Government
Meeting the Minister of Finance

Olga Afanasyeva represented
UVCA at the meeting of Minister
of Finance Oleksandr Danylyuk
with IT-business. Participants of
the meeting discussed creating the
new analytical agency for
Financial investigation service and
its advantages for business.

UVCA Challenge: CES Edition 2017
CES is the biggest tech show in the world, taking place each
year in Las Vegas, gathering around 180 000 visitors from all
the world at the space equivalent of 35 football fields.
Best Ukrainian investors will choose participants via conducting
the UVCA Challenge: CES Edition 2018. The winners will get the
opportunity to exhibit their products at CES 2018 at no cost.
CES -2017
The whole technological world was showing up the best innovations at
the 50-th International Consumer Electronic Show (СES-2017, Las Vegas,
more than 200 thousands visitors). For the first time in the history of CES
Ukraine organized its national expo, where the brightest startups
presented their products. UaTech Expo Zone was jointly organized by
the Ukrainian Venture Capital and Private Equity Association (UVCA)
and Western NIS Enterprise Fund
The final list of participants of the first Ukrainian Expo at CES:
• Hideez - Your only digital key
• Cardiomo - Saves your life
• SolarGaps - Green energy available to everyone
• Raccoon.world - Tactile virtual world
• Ecoisme - Discover your home power
• Wider - Unique multivision solution
• Tecnhovator - Remote wireless charging
• Luciding - Dream what you are dreaming about

UVCA Challenge: CES Edition 2018

UVCA announced the new Challenge.
The annual Las Vegas event, the International Consumer
Electronic Show, will again host Ukraine with its national
Tech Expo. As in the past year, UA Tech Expo Zone will
be settled up by the Ukrainian Venture Capital and
Private Equity Association (UVCA) with the support of
Western NIS Enterprise Fund (WNISEF).

The number of CES-2018 participants is expected to increase this year: UA Tech Expo will be
represented by no less than 10 startups. Best Ukrainian investors will choose participants via conducting
the UVCA Challenge: CES Edition 2018. The winners will get the opportunity to exhibit their products at
CES 2018 at no cost.
10 of 20 participants, who will take part at the competition final in September 2017, will be awarded by
the jury with the right to participate at UA Tech Expo Zone.

Ukrainian Davos Nights 2017
UVCA WITH PARTNERS HAD ORGANIZED UKRAINIAN DAVOS
NIGHTS AIMING ON ATTRACTING INVESTMENTS TO
UKRAINE.
Events gathered more than 400 participants of the World Economic
Forum: investors, entrepreneurs, media representatives. The main goal of
events was to position Ukraine not only as the new technological leader
but also as the country where new international R&D centers are being
opened and people are making successful investments.
Main achieved goals at Davos Nights
•

After speaking to our Ukraine-representing community, participants
openly indicating the intention to invest in Ukrainian companies jointly
with local investors, members of UVCA

•

High estimate of the R&D centers of international companies which
are based in Ukraine is undeniable, and as far as international
entrepreneurs are looking for Ukrainian technological talents, visitors
of the events have got the awareness about how to find techcofounders and establish company jointly with Ukrainian partners

•

UVCA has established connections with European technological
programs that has offered inviting more Ukrainian companies to take
part.

•

There are a lot of international investors are invited and agreed to join
two upcoming investment tours (May (Kyiv) and July (Odessa))

Ukrainian Pavilion at the Wearable Technology Show

This year Ukrainian startups have perfectly showed
up at the Consumer electronics Show 2017,
attracting a great attention of world’s technologyrelated community, journalists and suppliers. One of
those interested parties has become the Wearable
Technology Show, which takes place these days
in London (March 7&8, 2017). Being excited with
Ukrainian technological products, the Wearable
Technology proposed UVCA to choose best
startups to present Ukraine at the show.
As the result, 6 companies have become the
participants of the Show: Hideez, Cardiomo,
Technovator, HushMe, Senstone, Vrnet.Io in
categories Consumer Products, AR/VR, Smart
Home, Wearable Innovation, Digital Health
Technology. The last category indeed has its’
Ukrainian front-runner – Cardiomo - which was
nominated as the best Digital Health Technology
product. At the same time, Ukrainian-born Petcube
was chosen as the best Smart Home Solution.

Workshops for entrepreneurs/startups
How to present a brilliant investor pitch?
How to think globally and build global companies?
What do investors search in early-stage startups?
What is the most important in developing tech startups?
Every month UVCA held a workshop. During the 2016 year our guests
presented the following topics:
• Bitcoin. Object of Investment VS Investment Instrument (Andriy
Dubetsky)
• Failures of startups (Andriy Dovzhenko)

UVCA conducts special workshops on
up-to-date topics with inspiring
investors and entrepreneurs. Lately in
frames of UVCA workshops speakers also
conduct a crash-test of emerging companies on
the issues of business-modelling and making a
presentation

•

Juridical Aspects of franchising (Anna Zorya)

•

AI, Big data, data science (Alexandr Romanko)

•

You can call me Sir (Vendi Dent)

•

Storytelling for startups (Stas Khirman)

•

How to beat Silicon Valley (Vitaly Golomb)

•

Building a billion dollars company (Igor Shoifot)

• Intellectual property in ІТ (Anna Zorya)
During the 2017 year our guests presented the following topics:
•Financing your innovative business with EU funds (Sviatoslav
Sviatnenko)
•How to get funding from the EBRD to climate innovation (Roman
Zinchenko)
•VR/AR and AI. New era: New rules (Kazuhiro Obara)

•M&A. Debugging tools for IT (Anna Zorya)

Workshops 2016

Workshops 2017

Industry and foreign events supported &
partnered

- Ukrainian investment roadshow
- Polish PE Conference
- Innotech
- Chatbot Conference
- The European Youth Award
- The Emerging Outlook of Ukraine
- Swiss PE Conference
- New York Tech Days
- The Wearable Technology Show
- Call for Best Startup City Initiative
- Climate Innovations

Promoting

UVCA has contributed to
the Emerging Europe
magazine and published a
material about UVCA.

UVCA has been listed at the
investors book, published by
the Wolves Summit.

Executive Director of the Ukrainian
Association of Venture and Private
Capital (UVCA) Olga Afanasyeva,
along with a member of WEF
Global Shapers Kyiv Hub Olha Sto and
a member of Global Shapers Kyiv Hub,
Anton Shulyk, presented a topic “how to
improve investment attractiveness of
Ukraine” at Brain TV.

Contact us
CONTACTS:
Olga Afanasyeva
Executive Director
olga.afanasyeva@uvca.eu

FOLLOW US:
www.uvca.eu

